
In Colorado Springs, the

air is crisp, the winters

are cold and we think it

is the best place to come

up with innovative

ideas to bring more

comfort to your pets.

Since the acquisition of

Lectro-Kennel in 1998,

K&H has become the

leading manufacturer of

heated pet products.

Each year has seen the

development of new and

unique products 

providing comfort for

pets and appreciation

by you, their owner.

Each K&H product is continually

tested in real-world conditions,

assuring you, the customer, of

fault-free, safe, UL listed products.

Vet and Pet Expert
Recommendations
Thousands of veterinarians and pet experts use,
recommend and promote the year-round use of
our Thermo-Pet Products. They find our products
reliable, affordable and beneficial to pets.

Therapeutic Benefits
Every K&H bed or mat provides warmth to
relax muscles for active pets and to sooth
joints & muscles for aging and arthritic pets. 

Safety
K&H Pet Products works closely with
Underwriters Laboratory to assure safe 
products for pets and homes.

Energy Efficiency
With our industry-changing technologies, many
of our products cost less to run than the average
night light. Low wattage = low operating
costs. That’s important in today’s world of high
energy costs.

Quality Control and 
Low Returns
Only the finest materials are used to make
K&H products durable and long lasting. 
We have one of the lowest return ratios in 
the pet industry.

Product Depth and Innovation
The most extensive line of heated pet products
in the industry. Our product line is totally
unique, with products unlike anything offered
by other manufacturers.

When you carry K&H, you have the best-selling pet-comfort solutions

K&H Pet Products, LLC
PO Box 75157
Colorado Springs, CO  80970
www.khpet.com

719.591.6950 Office 
719.591.6979 Fax 
Sales@khmfg.com

Pet Comfort Solutions
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It comes with a super-soft,
removable coverLectro-Soft™ Outdoor Heated Bed

The first soft, outdoor heated bed on the market! The Lectro-soft™ comes in three
sizes and is extremely low wattage. Perfect for doghouses, basements, garages,
barns, sheds, porches or any other outdoor shelter. This soft, orthopedic bed is
unique in that it will still provide soft, comfortable warmth even in sub-zero
weather! Super soft PVC is used on the exterior to ensure the bed doesn’t
absorb water and stay wet like a fabric bed would. Indoor or outdoor use. 
One year limited warranty.

Small 14x18 20 watts Item# 1070

Medium 19x24 40 watts Item# 1080

Large 25x36 60 watts Item# 1090

Original Lectro-Kennel™
Breeders, pet owners, and veterinarians have been using Lectro-Kennels™ to
warm pets for more than 40 years. This new sleek, smooth design is now more
comfortable and durable than ever! Constructed of rugged ABS plastic with a
steel wrapped cord, the Lectro-Kennel™ can lie flat on the doghouse floor or be
attached to the wall. An internal thermostat heats to complement the body 
temperature range of your pet. Lectro-Kennel™ also comes with a free removable,
washable fleece cover. Indoor or outdoor use. One year limited warranty.  

The Lectro-Kennel comes with a
super-soft, removable cover

Rest warm

Small 121/2 x 181/2 40 watts Item# 1000

Medium 161/2 x 221/2 60 watts Item# 1010

Large 221/2 x 281/2 80 watts Item# 1020

Play hard 
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Igloo Style Heated Pads  
Round, or dome shaped doghouses have been a best seller
for years and the Igloo Style Heated Pad is the answer to
provide warmth for the animals using these homes. Its half
round shape fits easily through the door of the home and
allows for the pet to stay on or off the heated surface. The
Igloo Style Heated Pad provides reliable, affordable comfort.
Indoor or outdoor use. One year limited warranty.   

Lectro-Cover™ & Igloo Style Heated Pad Cover  
A faux lambskin and washable K&H Lectro-Cover is available for every size Lectro-Kennel
Pad. The Lectro-Cover is an excellent add on sales item for Lectro-Kennel owners. The soft
weave allows the warmth to radiate through. One year limited warranty. 

Lectro-Temp Control™
The K&H Lectro-Temp Control allows pet owners to
reduce the degree of warmth for their Lectro-Kennels
and Igloo Style Heated Pads. It is recommended
whenever Lectro-Kennel pads are used for whelping,
puppies, elderly, or recovering pets. 
One year limited warranty.   

Item #1400

a perfect fit, 
a positively pleased pooch

Body temperature

warmth eases muscle

pain and encourages

circulation for active or

arthritic pets. It’s why

many vets recommend &

use K&H Lectro-Kennel

heated pads in their

clinics & prescribe them

for recuperating pets.

These pads can also be

used in garage, barns,

porches or anywhere a

dog can benefit from

warmth and shelter.

Small 111/2 x 18 40 watts Item# 1030

Medium 141/2 x 24 60 watts Item# 1040

Large 171/2 x 30 80 watts Item# 1050

Lectro-Cover

Small Item #1100

Medium Item #1200

Large Item #1300

Igloo Style Cover

Small Item #1031

Medium Item #1041

Large Item #1051

Thermal-Bowl™
A big 96-ounce and a whopping 1.5-gallon
Thermal-Bowl makes water available for pets
in even the most extreme cold temperatures.
Thermostatically-controlled Thermal-Bowl is
the answer to freezing water bowls. Just plug
it in and your pet’s water will remain open
all winter. All electronics are safely sealed
inside and the cord is steel wrapped to 
prevent abrasion. The 96-ounce comes in
blue, and the 1.5-gallon is available in a
gray granite color. These bowls are only 25
watts for extremely low energy consumption.
One year limited warranty. 

Blue 96-ounce 25 watts Item# 2010

Granite 1.5-gallon 25 watts Item# 2020
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Thermo-Bed™

The K&H Thermo-Bed™ combines the upscale look of
an attractive poly-fiber-filled washable bed with the
benefit of body temperature heat. Dual thermostats
maintain a surface temperature approximately 12 
to 15 degrees above ambient air temperature to
complement the body temperature range of your pet.
This classic bed is available in 3 sizes and 3 colors.
The heater is removable for washing. Recommended
for indoor use. One year limited warranty.   

Thermo-Pet Mat™

The K&H Thermo-Pet Mat™ is the ultimate in affordable,
portable pet comfort for any small dog. Its convenient
size, 14" x 28", fits almost anywhere, providing a dual
thermostatically-controlled heat to complement the body
temperature range of your pet. The Thermo-Pet Mat is
available in 2 colors, with removable washable covers.
Recommended for year round indoor use. 
One year limited warranty.   

Mocha 6 watts Item #4081

Sage 6 watts Item #4083

Asst. 6 watts Item #4089

Ortho Thermo-Bed™

There is a K&H Ortho Thermo-Bed™ for all sizes of
dogs. Its two layers of orthopedic foam are so thick and
supportive that even the largest dogs will not “bottom out”.
The unique dual thermostat maintains an even surface temperature
of 12-15 degrees above ambient air temperature, to complement the body
temperature range of your pet. The heater is removable for washing. Recommended
for indoor use. One year limited warranty.   

Blue Green Sage/Cream

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Blue/Fleece Green/Fleece

Small|19"x 24"|6-watts

Blue Item #3002

Green Item #3003

Sage Item #3004

Asst. Item #3009

Medium|26"x29"|6-watts

Blue Item #3012

Green Item #3013

Sage Item #3014

Asst. Item #3019

Large|36"x38"|13-watts

Blue Item #3022

Green Item #3023

Sage Item #3024

Asst. Item #3029

Medium |17"x27"|6-watts

Blue Item #4012

Green Item #4013

Asst. Item #4019

Large|27"x37"|6-watts

Blue Item #4022

Green Item #4023

Asst. Item #4029

X-Large|33"x43"|13-watts

Blue Item #4032

Green Item #4033

Asst. Item #4039

There’s
nothing

like a
warm

place to
rest
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All-Season Snuggly Sleeper™

Finally, an affordable pet bed that both heats and cools! The unique, 
interchangeable comfort system is the first of its kind. Simply use the award
winning Cool Bed III insert for summer cooling and the safe, UL-listed plush
heated pillow insert for winter warmth. It can’t get much easier, and certainly
can’t get any more comfortable. The All-Season Snuggly Sleeper is available
in 2 sizes in both sage and mocha. Two year limited warranty. 

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Mocha Sage

Medium 26"x20" 6 watts Item #1811 Item #1813

Large 31"x 24" 6 watts Item #1821 Item #1823

Thermo Snuggly Sleeper™

Your pet will be safe and warm with the UL-listed Thermo Snuggly
Sleeper. Dual thermostats provide the perfect amount of pet-pleasing
warmth while offering you the safety and efficiency of a low wattage
heater. Because of its unique design, the entire cover is washable.
Two year limited warranty. 

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Cool Bed Insert

Thermo Insert

Two amazing beds in one!

Mocha Sage

Medium 26"x20"x5.5" 6 watts Item #1911 Item #1913

Large 31"x 24" x 6" 6 watts Item #1921 Item #1923

Warm 
in the winter!  

Cool
in the summer!   



Thermo-Pet Throw™

The Thermo-Pet Throw™ is the perfect warm spot for pets
at home or on the road! This 12-volt, thermostatically
controlled, soft and cozy blanket is available in 2
sizes. Includes a standard plug as well as a car
adapter for easy travel. Recommended for indoor use.
One year limited warranty.

Mocha/Cream Rust/Cream

Memory Sleeper™

The benefits of a memory foam bed are well 
documented with human beds selling for thousands of
dollars. The K&H Memory Sleeper is a beautiful,
affordable way for all dogs to benefit from this 
technology. The attractive cover is removable for 
washing. The core is ingeniously designed for genuine
memory foam comfort while affording ultimate support for
any size dog. While the Memory Sleeper is wonderful
for pets with bone, hip or joint problems this bed is
also the ultimate in comfort for any pet. Recommended
for indoor use. One year limited warranty. 

Mocha Sage

Small 26"x18" Item #4141 Item #4143

Medium 35"x23" Item #4151 Item #4153

Large 45"x29" Item #4161 Item #4163

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Small 17"x 24" Item #1700

Medium 22"x 32" Item #1710

Large 32"x 44" Item #1720

Cool Covers™

The Cool Cover Bolster Sheet is the ultimate Cool Bed III comfort
accessory! This durable linen cover includes a soft, comfortable 
bolster and will be any dog’s favorite cool spot. The Cool Cover Fitted
Sheet is the most affordable, durable option available in Cool Cover
Accessories! Three sizes of the Cool Cover Fitted Sheets and Cool
Cover Bolster Sheets are designed to be used with the appropriate
Cool Bed III. Recommended for indoor use. One year limited warranty.   

The “Award Winning” Cool Bed III
The readers of Pet Business Magazine have
voted and from over 250 manufactures and

thousands of beds, they voted the Cool Bed
III as the best bed for 2007.

The Cool Bed offers a unique selling
opportunity during the otherwise slow selling

months of summer. When the days are hot, and sales
are not, the Cool Bed outsells them all.

Hot diggity dog! 

Small 24"x 36" Rust/Cream 35 watts Item #5052

Large 36"x 54" Mocha/Cream 45 watts Item #5062
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Cool Bed III™  
We’re now keeping pets cooler than ever
with the new Cool Bed III. No electricity is
required to operate the Cool Bed III and these beds
are attractively designed and allow a cool spot for dogs.
Simply add the recommended amount of water through the easy
fill cap and adjust the comfort with the easy air valve. Our unique
Cool Core diverts the liquid better than ever throughout the bed for
advanced cooling power. The new nylon/vinyl exterior is tougher than
ever!! Being extremely affordable, the Cool Bed III is the choice for any
dog owner looking to offer their pet a comfy, dry, cool place to relax.
Recommended for indoor and outdoor use. Two year limited warranty.   

Hot Dog?  
Cool Bed.

Bolster Sheet Small Medium Large

Cappuccino Item #1701 Item #1711 Item #1721

Sage Item #1703 Item #1713 Item #1723

Fitted Sheet Small Medium Large

Cappuccino Item #1707 Item #1717 Item #1727

Sage Item #1709 Item #1719 Item #1729

Thermo-Bolster Bed™

Reversible!!! Surrounded by a soft bolster pillow, 
supported by orthopedic foam, covered with plush 
fabric and warmed to perfection by our energy efficient
warming system, this bed is the ultimate for pooch
pleasing. Our new, luxurious Thermo-Bolster Bed is so
incredibly comfortable we’ve had to put a new clause
in the warranty... No refunds for excessive snoring! The
cover is removable for washing. Available in three
sizes and UL listed. One year limited warranty. 

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Mocha Sage

Small 25"x18" 6 watts Item #4211 Item #4213

Medium 30"x23" 6 watts Item #4221 Item #4223

Large 35"x26" 13 watts Item #4231 Item #4223
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Thermo-Kitty Fashion Splash™

Some cool cats are just to hip for a regular bed. That’s why we
introduced the new Thermo-Kitty Fashion Splash! With 4 happening
colors and our incredibly energy efficient 4 watt heater, this bed is
sure to please. It’s the hottest thing going! Fashion Splash is washable
and UL listed. 17 inches in diameter. One year limited warranty. 

Red Blue

Pink Purple

Thermo-Kitty Cuddle Up™

The affordable choice for every cat. Similar to our 
Thermo-Kitty Bed, this plush cuddle up bed incorporates
our super energy efficient 4-watt heater into a low wall,
affordable design. With all the amenities of our best
selling Thermo-Kitty Bed, this one is sure to please even
the most demanding of pets. Washable cover, UL listed.
16 inches in diameter. One year limited warranty. 

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Mocha 4 watts Item #3701

Sage 4 watts Item #3703

Asst. 4 watts Item #3709

Red 4 watts Item #3605

Blue 4 watts Item #3606

Pink 4 watts Item #3607

Purple 4 watts Item #3608

Asst. 4 watts Item #3609

the next
best thing

to your
warm

shoulder

Mocha 4 watts Item #3081

Sage 4 watts Item #3083

Asst. 4 watts Item #3089

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Thermo-Kitty Hut™
The new Thermo-Kitty Hut™ uses a dual thermostat 4-watt
heating unit that warms the surface of the bed to a cat
pleasing temperture range, when in use. The flexible hood
allows you to position it up or down, curved or straight.
The Thermo-Kitty Hut™ is 18" in diameter and is available
in 2 colors. Indoor use only. One year limited warranty.   
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Thermo-Kitty Lounger™

The Thermo-Kitty lounger offers super thick orthopedic foam
for the maximum cushioning available in a cat bed. The dual
thermostatically controlled 4-watt heater warms to complement
the body temperture range of your pet, and remains 10-15
degrees above ambient air temperature when not in use. The
Thermo-Kitty lounger is 16"x20" and available in two colors
to match any decor. Indoor use only. 
One year limited warranty. 

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Thermo-Crinkle Sack™

Thermo-Crinkle Sack is the perfect play and sleep spot for
any age cat. With built-in noisy walls, all cats find it as 
irresistible as that paper grocery bag left on the floor. With
its plush interior and soft heated floor, it’s bound to be kitty’s
favorite sleeping den as well. Pop the energy efficient 4
watt heater out for year round fun and comfort. Machine
washable. Indoor use only. One year limited warranty.  

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Thermo-Kitty Cabin™

The new K&H Thermo-Kitty Cabin™ includes a dual thermostat
4-watt heating unit to make this the perfect warm and cozy
hide away. The flexible exterior can be formed into 3 useful
shapes. The Thermo-Kitty Cabin™ offers year-round comfort
and warmth and is available in 2 colors. Indoor use only. One
year limited warranty. 

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Mocha 15"x12" 4 watts Item #3391

Sage 15"x12" 4 watts Item #3393

Asst. 15"x12" 4 watts Item #3399

Mocha 16"x16" 4 watts Item #3071

Sage 16"x16" 4 watts Item #3073

Asst. 16"x16" 4 watts Item #3079

Mocha 4 watts Item #3061

Sage 4 watts Item #3063

Asst. 4 watts Item #3069

Thermo-Kitty Sill™
We incorporated advanced engineering for strength and ease of assembly,
with an attractive oval design. Its dual thermostat heating unit is buried
deep within super soft orthopedic foam and is removable for year round
comfort. The heater is pre-set to keep the sleeping surface 12° to 15°
above ambient air temperature and when kitty is on it, warms up to 
complement his body temperature range. No tools are necessary for 
installation when using the provided Velcro® fasteners. We also include
screws for a more permanent attachment. One year limited warranty.    

Thermo-Kitty Sill 6 watts 14"x24" Item# 3095

Kitty Sill unheated 14"x24" Item# 3096

Thermo-Kitty Throw™

The K&H Thermo-Kitty Throw will be any cat’s favorite warm 
spot. Whether you’re on the go or relaxing at home, the 12 volt
thermostatically controlled blanket will keep your favorite feline
warm and cozy. The Thermo-Kitty Throw includes both a standard
household plug as well as a car adapter for easy travel!
Recommended for indoor use. One year limited warranty.    

Rust/Cream 24"x 36" 35 watts Item# 3052

Rust/Cream



cozy creature comforts
ahhhhhh…
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Thermo-Kitty Mat™

The K&H Thermo-Kitty Mat is an affordable heated
sleeping mat with a dual thermostat heater buried
beneath soft foam to make a comfortable napping
place for cats. The surface of the bed will remain 12
to15 degrees above ambient air temperature, and
when in use, heats to complement the body temperature
range of your cat. The Thermo-Kitty Mat is available in
two colors and the cover is removable for washing.
Indoor use only. One year limited warranty.  

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Thermo-Kitty Bed™

The K&H Thermo-Kitty Bed has a dual thermostat 4 watt heating
unit buried deep within its thick, super soft, orthopedic foam
base. It warms the surface 10-15 degrees above ambient air
temperature, and when in use, heats to complement the body
temperature range of your cat. The washable cover comes in
two colors and is attractive in any room in the house. Indoor
use only. One year limited warranty.   

Sage/Cream Mocha/Cream

Thermo-Kitty Furniture Warmer™

Our Thermo-Kitty Furniture Warmer is the perfect addition to any piece of cat fur-
niture. We incorporated straps to hold it in place on any platform while the flexi-
ble design conforms to nearly any tunnel or hammock. The gentle warmth stays
slightly above room temperature to entice any kitty and when in use, quickly heats
to complement the body temperature range of your cat. Our time-tested 4 watt
heater even incorporates an extra long cord for ease of use and is extremely safe
and energy efficient. There’s no doubt your feline friend will appreciate a new
favorite warm spot to snooze. Recommended for indoor use. One year limited
warranty.      

12"x16" 4 watts Item# 3000

Sage/Cream

Pet Bed Warmer  
Now in three sizes!
Our pet bed warmer utilizes dual thermostats for added comfort.
It can be placed inside virtually any pet bed and is easy to use.
Just plug it in. It is designed to warm only when inside a pet’s
bed. The pet bed warmer is intended for indoor use only. 
One year limited warranty.   

Mocha 12.5"x25" 6 watts Item #3291

Sage 12.5"x25" 6 watts Item #3293

Asst. 12.5"x25" 6 watts Item #3299

Mocha 16" diameter 4 watts Item #3191

Sage 16" diameter 4 watts Item #3193

Asst. 16" diameter 4 watts Item #3199 Small 9.5"x9.5" 4 watts Item #3104

Medium 6"x20" 6 watts Item #3100

Large 11"x24" 13 watts Item #3103
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Small 121/2" x 181/2" 40 watts Item #3093

Outdoor Heated Kitty Pad™

The Outdoor Heated Kitty Pad is an essential source
of warmth for any cat that spends time outdoors. Its
internal thermostat keeps the surface nice and warm
even in the coldest of temperatures. Place in a shed,
garage, barn, or any outdoor shelter where your
kitties spend time. It’s made of rugged ABS plastic
and a free fleece cover is included. Recommended for
indoor and outdoor use. One year limited warranty.  

Small 14" x 18" 20 watts Item #1070

Lectro-Soft™

Outdoor Heated Kitty Bed  
The first soft, outdoor heated Kitty bed on the market! The
Lectro-Soft comes in the purrrfect size for cats and is extremely
low wattage. Perfect for cat houses, basements, garages,
barns, sheds, porches or any other outdoor shelter. This soft,
orthopedic bed is unique in that it will still provide soft, 
comfortable warmth even in sub-zero weather! The design
offers warmth only under the pet so the energy efficient 
technology doesn’t waste money trying to heat the entire 
surface of the bed. Rugged super soft PVC is used on the 
exterior to ensure the bed doesn’t absorb water and remain
wet like a fabric bed would. Free fleece cover included!
Indoor and outdoor use. One year limited warranty.   

14" x 20" 40 watts Item #3983

Kitty Camper™

Comfort, luxury, durability and protection from the cold... The
K&H Outdoor Thermo-Kitty Camper has it all! Utilizing our
Outdoor Heated Kitty Pad as the source for warmth, this is the
perfect heated shelter for any outdoor cat. Simply put it in a
wood shed, garage, porch, barn or any outdoor structure and
plug it in. We’ve cleverly incorporated 2 doors for that “just in
case” quick exit from an un-welcome visitor. We’ll admit it, we
thought of everything. UL listed. One year limited warranty. 

Looking forward to a warm place

after a long day of exploring
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Small Animal Heated Pad  
Only 25 watts is all that’s needed to keep the indoor or
outdoor pet warm and comfy even in the coldest of
climates. The 9"X12" size is perfect for rabbits, guinea
pigs or ferrets and is ideal for the re-habilitation of
wildlife. The internal thermostat is pre-set to be the
perfect temperature. We’ve cleverly rounded all the
edges to take away a chewing surface and even
capped the cord entrance and the first 18" of the
power cord with steel. Holes in the 4 corners of the
pad are the perfect anchor points to keep the pad in
place. Screws can be used to anchor the pad on
wood surfaces or wired in place for wire floored
cages. The Small Animal Heated Pad is the perfect
warm spot for any small animal. Indoor or outdoor
use. One year limited warranty.   

25 watts Item# 1060

Ice Eliminator™ Birdbath De-lcer  
The unique design and low energy consumption aren’t the only reasons 
Ice Eliminator has become a best seller. Let’s just list a few more... Solid
aluminum housing keeps the unit from falling out of the birdbath. Attractive
rock-like design blends naturally with any birdbath. Spray paint any color
to match any birdbath. Will not calcify, rust, or leave stains in birdbaths.
Won’t burn or melt plastic birdbaths. Being only 50 watts, it saves $ vs.
most other brands. Three year limited warranty.  

50 watts Item #9000

Thermo-Pond™ 3.0  
For ponds up to 1000 gallons! The world’s most energy efficient pond heater! Thermo-Pond
is a unique patented pond heater that keeps a hole through the ice in backyard ponds for
just pennies a day. In fact, Thermo-Pond can save up to $30.00 a month in electricity VS.
those high wattage stock tank style de-icers! Just think, Thermo-Pond pays for itself in as little
as 2 months. Thermo-Pond floats on top of the water and is thermostatically controlled to
never get hot. Unlike some other heaters, Thermo-Pond will never burn a pond liner or plastic
pond. It naturally allows the pond to ice over while maintaining a hole through the ice.
Allowing that gas exchange can help keep a healthier environment during the winter
months. Thermo-Pond should be used in ponds that are deep enough to allow plenty of 
livable water under the iced portion of the pond. One year limited warranty.   

100 watts Item #8001

Perfect Climate™ Deluxe Pond De-Icer  
The new “Perfect Climate” line from K&H Manufacturing has
“reinvented the wheel” when it comes to keeping ice-free
water available in winter ponds. Every K&H de-icer is safe in
all ponds, unlike many of the other de-icers available in the
market today. Every one of our de-icers can be used as a 
floating de-icer out of the box or in seconds converts to a 
submersible de-icer with the click of a button! In the past, all
that was readily available were energy gulping 1000 watt to
1500 watt de-icers; pond owners had no choice but to purchase
these expensive to run de-icers, even when they didn’t need it.
We’ve solved this problem by creating a whole line of de-icers
along with a convenient zone chart for consumers to choose
the correct de-icer, every time! When it comes to ice free
ponds, K&H Perfect Climate is the choice that makes cents.
Two year limited warranty.   

250 watt Item #8125

750 watt Item #8175

1500 watt Item #8115

Thermo-Perch™

The patented Thermo-Perch helps protect your exotic
birds from the harmful effects of air conditioning and
cold drafts. Cold is a major contributor to health
problems for exotic birds, and providing warmth is
the first step that avian experts and veterinarians turn
to. Thermostatically controlled, Thermo-Perch provides
a safe, consistent source of warmth, stabilizing the
bird’s environment. Made of sturdy scratch and bite
resistant plastic, Thermo-Perch attaches easily to wire
cages. Its irregular shape reduces foot cramps and
pressure sores, providing orthopedic benefits. One
year limited warranty. 

Size diameter length wattage Item #

Small 1/2"-1" 101/2" 5 watts 9010

Med 5/8"-11/4" 13" 6 watts 9011

Large 11/4"-2" 141/2" 10 watts 9012



250 watt Item #8425

500 watt Item #8450

750 watt Item #8475

1000 watt Item #8410

1500 watt Item #8415

The revolutionary,  all-in-one design, like no other!

Ultimate Stock Tank De-Icer
with removable floater ring and Cord Safety Clip

Item #8401

Cord Safety Clip
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Stock Tank De-Icers
The new “Farm Essentials” line from K&H Manufacturing has “reinvented the wheel” when it comes to 
keeping fresh water available in the winter. Every K&H de-icer is safe in all stock tanks, unlike nearly all of
the other de-icers available in the market today. No expensive shrouds or cages need be purchased either.
Every one of our de-icers can be used as a floating de-icer out of the box or in seconds converts to a 
submersible de-icer with the click of a button! In the past, all that was readily available were energy gulping
1000 watt to 1500 watt de-icers; Customers had no choice but to purchase these expensive to run de-icers,
even when they didn’t need it. We’ve solved this problem by creating a whole line of de-icers along with a
convenient zone chart for consumers to choose the correct de-icer, every time! A free cord safety clip is
also included with every de-icer. This ingenious clip secures the de-icer to the edge of the stock tank, bucket
or container to help prevent chewing, cribbing or removal of the de-icer from the tank. When it comes to
fresh water, K&H Farm Essentials is the choice that makes cents. Two year limited warranty.   

250 watt Item #8325

500 watt Item #8350

750 watt Item #8375

1000 watt Item #8310

1500 watt Item #8315

Deluxe Stock Tank De-Icer
with removable floater ring and Cord Safety Clip

250 watt Item #8400

Ultimate Bucket Heater
with Cord Safety Clip

FREE
Floater Ring &

Cord Safety Clip
included with all 

Stock Tank
De-Icers!

built-in cage guard

built-in cage guard



In Colorado Springs, the

air is crisp, the winters

are cold and we think it

is the best place to come

up with innovative

ideas to bring more

comfort to your pets.

Since the acquisition of

Lectro-Kennel in 1998,

K&H has become the

leading manufacturer of

heated pet products.

Each year has seen the

development of new and

unique products 

providing comfort for

pets and appreciation

by you, their owner.

Each K&H product is continually

tested in real-world conditions,

assuring you, the customer, of

fault-free, safe, UL listed products.

Vet and Pet Expert
Recommendations
Thousands of veterinarians and pet experts use,
recommend and promote the year-round use of
our Thermo-Pet Products. They find our products
reliable, affordable and beneficial to pets.

Therapeutic Benefits
Every K&H bed or mat provides warmth to
relax muscles for active pets and to sooth
joints & muscles for aging and arthritic pets. 

Safety
K&H Pet Products works closely with
Underwriters Laboratory to assure safe 
products for pets and homes.

Energy Efficiency
With our industry-changing technologies, many
of our products cost less to run than the average
night light. Low wattage = low operating
costs. That’s important in today’s world of high
energy costs.

Quality Control and 
Low Returns
Only the finest materials are used to make
K&H products durable and long lasting. 
We have one of the lowest return ratios in 
the pet industry.

Product Depth and Innovation
The most extensive line of heated pet products
in the industry. Our product line is totally
unique, with products unlike anything offered
by other manufacturers.

When you carry K&H, you have the best-selling pet-comfort solutions

K&H Pet Products, LLC
PO Box 75157
Colorado Springs, CO  80970
www.khpet.com

719.591.6950 Office 
719.591.6979 Fax 
Sales@khmfg.com
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